Make the safer choice
Change to paper hand towels today to meet
the new hygiene standard

75%

of visitors wish more
facilities offered paper
hand towels as an
alternative to air dryers3

Drying your hands with a jet air
dryer produces more airborne
droplets.2 Paper towels are the
most hygienic way to dry hands
by friction removing bacteria
and the recommended choice in
hygiene-critical environments.4
Jet air dryers spread up
to 10x more germs1

A majority of end-users
prefer paper hand towels
over air dryers3

User preference has shifted to paper hand towels3

75%

43%

Agree or strongly agree to

Agree or strongly agree to

I wish more facilities offered paper hand
towels as an alternative to air dryers.

I feel unsafe entering a washroom with
air dryers.

I am less likely to go to places that
do not offer paper hand towels as
a hand drying alternative.

Agree or strongly agree to

50%

More benefits:
Quicker hand drying

Multi-use and comfort

64%

72%

dof end-users say they stop drying their
hands before completely dry as air dryers
take too long to dry their hands3

of end-users say they use paper hand
towels to avoid touching different
surfaces in public restrooms3

1) Best et al, J Hosp Infection, 2014 2) Margas E. et al, J Applied Microbiol, 2013 3) April 2020 Survey conducted by United Minds in cooperation with CINT. The survey covered the US, with a total of 1012 respondents.
4) Todd , J Food Prot, 2010 5) Compared with using Tork Advanced 1ply folded towels in recessed cabinets

We support you with compliance
with hygiene standards
The system recommendations we have made (dispenser + refill) ensure your staff and guests feel safe in
all areas of your company. Especially in areas with a lot of visitors and the chance of cross-contamination such as
washrooms, coffee kitchens, break rooms, canteen, reception area, but also in more separate areas such as offices
or workplaces, optimal hygiene conditions are crucial.
In addition, thanks to the well thought-out and functional dispenser solutions and the powerful refills (towels, toilet
paper, soaps, disinfection, etc.), the systems ensure noticeably lower consumption and thus a reduction in
process and maintenance costs.
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2884005

560000

Tork Soap Dispenser for Liquid Soap,
Spray Soap and Hand Sanitiser

Certified effortless cleaning and intuitive refilling saves time

1008239

420103

Tork Alcohol Gel Hand Sanitiser*

1099425

511055

Tork Hygiene Floor stand

Effective against a variety of problem organisms – conforms with
EN1500, EN 12791 and EN14476 all enveloped viruses, Rotavirus
and Norovirus
The Tork Hygiene Stand helps improve hygiene in public spaces,
suitable for dispensers S1, S2 & S4

4554732

140280

Tork Extra Soft Facial Tissues

Strong and absorbent for extra comfort

511060

552200

Tork Xpress® Countertop Multifold Hand
Towel Dispenser

One-at-a-time dispensing for reduced consumption
and increased hygiene

0297

100297

Tork Xpress® Extra Soft Multifold Hand
Towels

QuickDry™ – our strongest, most absorbent paper,
for more efficient drying with less waste

* Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.

Reception & Common Areas / Meeting Rooms & Offices

Cafeterias/Dining Areas
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1665204

272611

Tork Xpressnap® Tabletop
Napkin Dispenser

One-at-a-time improves hygiene and reduces napkin consumption

5830191

10840

Tork Xpressnap® White
Dispenser Napkin

Unique pack solution, bundles are protected by a plastic bag for
improved hygiene and handling

2884005

560000

Tork Soap Dispenser for Liquid Soap,
Spray Soap and Hand Sanitiser

Certified effortless cleaning and intuitive refilling saves time

1008239

420103

Tork Alcohol Gel Hand Sanitiser*

2883192

558000

Tork Mini Centrefeed Dispenser

Effective against a variety of problem organisms – conforms with
EN1500, EN 12791 and EN14476 all enveloped viruses, Rotavirus
and Norovirus
Free flow dispensing for flexibility and cross contamination control

5264712

120123

Tork Wiping Plus Mini Centerfeed
Poetspapier

Unrestricted flow feature allows users to take as much as their tasks
needs

Washroom
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5448708

561000

Tork Mini Liquid Soap Dispenser for Liquid
Soap and Toilet Seat Cleaner

Certified effortless cleaning and intuitive refilling saves time

5232375

420302

Tork Toilet Seat Cleaner

Hygienic: Sealed refill with single use pump reduces risk of cross
contamination when refilling

4890806

680000

Tork SmartOne® Toilet Roll Dispenser

Single-sheet dispensing helps reduce consumption by up to 40%

6816276

472242

Tork SmartOne Toiletpapier

High capacity: less maintenance and reduced risk of paper shortage

2884005

560000

Tork Soap Dispenser for Liquid Soap,
Spray Soap and Hand Sanitiser

Certified effortless cleaning and intuitive refilling saves time

4905234

420501

Tork Mild Liquid Soap

Mildly fragranced, and with moisturising and lipid replenishing
ingredients care for the skin

2882337

552000

Tork Xpress® Multifold
Hand Towel Dispenser

One-at-a-time dispensing for reduced consumption and
increased hygiene

6816276

120288

Tork Xpress® Soft Multifold
Hand Towels

A large, soft hand towel with a high quality feel that leaves
a lasting impression

®

* Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
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